EXPERTS IN YACHT TRANSPORTATION
RollDock Shipping has become the preferred transportation
service provider to the superyacht industry. With a fleet of
semi-submersible vessels, our specialist shipping company
has the ability to offer innovative solutions for the transport
and handling of this delicate and cherished cargo. We handle the logistical aspects of any yacht move with the care and
consideration afforded to our own property.

Yacht launches are also part of the RollDock portfolio. We
assist the yacht builders to overcome restrictions at their
own facilities by using our unique combination of loading
methods making it possible to drive a superyacht onboard
using SPMT’s, sail outside the port limits and subsequently
submerge our vessel enabling the yacht to float out - Ready
for her maiden voyage!

Although superyachts have the ability to cross the oceans
under own power, RollDock has had the honour to transport
many yachts over recent years and has gained substantial
experience in this specialist industry. No matter where the
loading and discharge ports are, RollDock ensures safe and
efficient delivery of superyachts worldwide.

TAILOR-MADE SOLUTIONS
RollDock uses its own experience and expertise to accomplish successful loading, discharge and launch operations.
Our in-house engineering department provides full ongoing
technical support and has the ability to design tailor-made folding saddles. Together with fully detailed and precise
stowage plans we provide safe, reliable and cost effective
transport solutions.

WE KNOW HOW
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ROLLDOCK, PART OF ROLL GROUP

Roll Group offers a complete solution to the transportation
and lifting of heavy or oversized cargo. Operating under one
name, the abilities of the RollDock and Roll-Lift organisations
are strengthened. Our land/sea combination enables us to
offer complete ‘Factory to Foundation’ solutions. With an innovative and diverse asset base coupled with the flexibility to
adapt to any situation, Roll Group takes care of the heaviest
cargo and provides effective, innovative and sustainable services using our unique know how.

OUR TRACK RECORD

RollDock recently accomplished projects for:
Peters & May
Damen Shipyards
SevenStar
Alya Yatcilik SA

commercial@rolldock.com

www.roll-group.com
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